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Appeals committee hears 5 requests for ‘relief




Three department chairmen and 
two deans of schools asked the 
appeals committee yesterday for 
''relief' from program review 
recommendations..
The committee is hearing 
appeals this week in afternoon and 
evening sessions and has 
scheduled oral presentations from 
24 school and department heads.
Richard Solberg, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, was 
the first appellant to the com­
mittee.
He made a general appeal to the 
committee on behalf of the arts 
and sciences and said he hoped 
his presentation would set the 
tone for chairmen and deans who 
follow him.
In a crowded and smoky 
conference room in Main Hall, 
Solberg recalled that he had 
explained to a southern colleague,
at a recent meeting in Texas, how 
the University of Montana was 
"biting the bullet.'1
He said the man had drawled 
back, "Hell, dean, you ain't biting a 
bullet. You’re swallowing a 
grenade."
Solberg pointed out that 86 
percent of the recommended 
faculty cuts were In the College of 
Arts and Sciences — "the core 
area of the university.”
"Possibly the review committee 
had no prior sense of what the 
university is all about,” he said.
Solberg criticized the review 
committee for not applying, In Its 
rationales, the same criteria to all 
programs.
For example, he said graduate 
teaching assistants (GTAs) In the 
mathematics department were 
counted as part of the full-time 
equivalent faculty.
Though GTAs perform similar 
functions in all programs, Solberg 
said the review committee had 
made "no cross-campus compari­
son" of GTAs and had not
counted GTAs in its rationales for 
other department recommenda­
tions.
Solberg also said he noted 
“oddities" in the way the review 
committee had applied such 
critieria as enrollment trends, 
program uniqueness and quality 
of scholarship in developing 
recommendations.
Committee member, James 
Hall, dean of the Center for 
Continuing Education and 
Summer School, asked Solberg if 
he thought any cuts In the 
humanities were justified.
“ Nothing Is untouchable," 
Solberg said, but he added, “We 
are carving away at the core of the 
university and building up 
peripheral areas.”
He gave the School of Pharmacy 
as an example of the peripheral 
area. The review committee 
recommended four additional 
faculty in pharmacy and allied 
health sciences.
In a later meeting, the appeals 
committee had trouble deciding
whether it should consider an 
appeal from the School of 
Pharmacy which is protesting the 
recommendation to re-establish 
medical physiologist, E. W. 
P fe i f fer ,  in the zoo logy  
department.
The transfer of Pfeiffer from 
zoology to pharmacyand allied 
health sciences this^ fall was 
conditional upon program review 
recommendations.
Larry Ellison, professor of law 
and committee chairman, said he 
thought the committee would be 
"making a mistake" to hear the 
appeal from Pharmacy Dean 
Philip Catalfomo.
Ellson said the committee would 
hear Catalfomo, but he stressed 
that It was not the committee's 
responsibility to act on the appeal 
since It Involved no reductions In 
faculty, course offerings or re­
search activity.
Catalfomo told the committee 
that “Pfeiffer's slant toward medi­
cal physiology was vital to allied 
health students."
When Catalfomo had finished 
his appeal, Elison again tried to 
persuade the committee that the 
Pfeiffer transfer was an adminis­
trative problem and not a responsi­
bility of the appeals committee.
Hall made a motion to dismiss 
Catalfomo's appeal, but since 
there was no second the commit­
tee agreed to act on the Pharmacy 
appeal.
The committee then discussed 
whether it should hear a rebuttal 
from Lee Metzgar, zoology chair­
man.
Hall said the committee would 
establish a "dangerous precedent” 
if it heard Metzgar, and he made a 
motion to bar Metzgar's rebuttal.
•  Cont. on p. 8
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If backed, Judge may convoke 
Legislature to cure budget woes
By BERT CALDWELL
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Gov. Thomas Judge told 
members of the Students for 
Justice during a meeting in Helena 
yesterday that he would seriously 
consider calling a special session 
of the Montana Legislature to solve 
the University of Montana's budget 
crisis, according to Tom Ja­
cobsen, group member.
Jacobsen said Judge would 
summon the legislators if the 
Interim Finance Committee re­
quested a special session or if 
support for the session was shown 
by at least half the legislators.
Judge indicated strong support 
for the university, Jacobsen said, 
and attacked the Legislature for 
failing to pass the university sys­
tem budget his office submitted 
last January.
Dave Lewis, deputy director of 
the budget, who was also at the 
meeting, confirmed Jacobsen's 
report, but added that J udge wants
some admission by the committee 
that the 1977 Legislature erred 
when it made the original universi­
ty appropriation.
Lewis complimented the Stu­
dents for Justice on their .under­
standing of the problems facing 
each group dealing with the uni­
versity's budget.
'They've obviously done their 
homework," he said.
The Students for Justice are 
trying to arrange a Thursday visit 
by Judge to the UM campus, 
Jacobsen said.
In other action, the Missoula 
City Council approved a resolution 
supporting a special legislative 
session during its meeting last 
night.
The Interim Finance Committee 
is meeting in Helena Saturday at 9 
a.m. The Students for Justice are 
on the committee's agenda.
The committee cannot make 
appropriations. However, the pan­
el can ask the governor to call a 
special session to authorize more 
university funding, or endorse the 
•  Cont. on p. 6
ELDON BAKER, chairman of Interpersonal communications, presents 
his appeal to the appeals committee. Appeals of 24 programs will 
be heard through Friday. (Staff photo by Mike Sanderson.)
AAUP to join collective bargaining fight
The American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) will 
oppose the University Teachers 
Union (UTU) in the upcoming 
election for a collective bargaining 
agent.
John Dayries, professor of 
health and physical education and
Bowers says finance 
will not back budget
By DANIEL BLAHA
Montana Kalmln Raportar
The Interim Finance Committee 
of the Montana Legislature will not 
back the University of Montana in 
overspending its budget this bien­
nium, UM President Richard Bow­
ers said yesterday.
Bowers, who visited 7 of the 12 
members of the committee last 
week, said, “None of them favors, 
at all, any suggestion that we
deficit finance” in order to post­
pone making faculty cuts.
Bowers said he had missed four 
of the committee members on his 
tour around the state last week, 
and he hasn’t talked yet with 
Missoula member Ann Mary Dus- 
sault.
Can Endorse Overspending 
The Interim Finance Committee 
does not have the power to ap­
propriate funds, but it can vote to
AAUP vice president, said yester­
day that the AAUP is now collect­
ing signature cards requesting that 
the AAUP be included on the 
ballot.
Dayries, who is heading the 
authorization campaign, said he 
will accept signature cards
committee
extension
endorse a state-funded agency’s 
overspending — If the committee 
feels there is good reason for It.
The agency, in this case UM, 
would still have to take its chances 
that the next Legislature would 
appropriate enough money to 
cover the deficit, but UM would be 
standing on considerably firmer 
ground if supported by the Interim 
Finance Committee.
Bowers said he will not over- 
• Cont. on p. 8
through Wednesday, Nov. 23. The 
cards will then be filed with the 
Personnel Appeals Division of the 
Department of Labor.
The election is being held be­
cause the UTU filed a petition with 
the appeals board asking for an 
election. The UTU needed signa­
tures from 30 percent of the 
University of Montana faculty to 
file the petition.
The AAUP needs the signatures 
of 10 percent of the faculty to be 
included on the ballot.
Took Some Time 
Dayries said the AAUP was slow 
to pursue collective bargaining 
because the organization took 
some time to poll its membership. 
"Ninety percent felt the situation 
had gotten so bad they would 
support collective bargaining," 
Dayries said.
"The AAUP is conservative 
about the matter, but it feels there 
is no other way than to sit down 
and bargain with those responsi­
ble for the system."
Currently, the AAUP has about 
90 faculty members, Dayries said.
The AAUP opposed collective 
bargaining two years ago. In an 
election in the spring of 1976 the 
UTU lost its bid for bargaining 
agent to "no agent."
The AAUP opposed collective 
bargaining then because "we had a 
new commissioner, new regents 
and a new president," Dayries said. 
“We wanted to give them time to 
plead our case."
"There has been enough time.
• Cont. on p. 8
Addition
In a Montana Kalmin story 
published Thursday on the 
six new Central Board mem­
bers, the names of only five 
of the new members were 
given.
Ed Moore was inad­
vertently left off the list.
opinion
Prexy knows best
A helpless Central Board last week 
hauled out the rubber stamp -and 
approved ASUM President Greg 
Henderson's nomination of six new CB 
members.
CB's decision ended a two-week 
skirmish between Henderson and a 
few CB members who disagreed with 
his contention that Prexy Knows Best.
The way in which Henderson won 
the battle should demonstrate to CB 
that it cannot effectively supervise 
Henderson if it is forced to accept his 
word on everything.
The struggle over the nominations 
began Oct. 26, when Henderson’s six 
nominations were defeated 7-6. The 
defeat came after several members 
said they doubted Henderson had 
selected the most competent of the 26 
applicants to fill the six vacant seats.
They were particularly irked that 
Henderson failed to nominate Larry 
Akey. Akey is a graduate student In 
forestry and economics who has 
distinguished himself as a student 
representative on the university's
program review committee (to which 
Henderson appointed him last 
summer).
Akey also happens to have been the 
wice presidential candidate on the 
ticket that lost to Henderson and Dean 
Mansfield last spring. Some CB 
members speculated that Henderson 
has a personal and political grudge 
against Akey. Henderson denied that 
he has such a grudge.
Henderson's arrogance, in insisting 
that the six nominations be considered 
as a "slate,” may have caused his Oct. 
26 defeat. Faced with the questionable 
decision on Akey and the unsavory 
prospect of allowing Henderson to 
appoint 30 percent of the board all at 
once, CB balked. CB did not trust 
Henderson quite that much.
But in the end, the board members 
had no other choice. Henderson 
pointed out that only three CB 
members attended a substantia l 
number of the interviews on which he 
based his decision. When he asked the 
remaining members how they could
question his judgment, they had no 
answer.
So they voted 10-0 Wednesday to 
approve the nomination that had been 
defeated two weeks before. Four 
members, in effect protesting their 
own helplessness against Henderson, 
abstained.
Things might have been different if CB 
had appointed its own “confirmation 
committee" to judge the applicants.
That committee could have attended 
the original interviews, made its own 
selections, and offered its opinions to 
CB. If Henderson's nominations did 
not match the committee’s, CB could
— letters-
Error Repeated
Editor. It seems ridiculous that the same 
error has to be corrected in Montana 
Kaimin articles more than once but appar­
ently that is the case. As chairman of the 
task force which reviewed the pharmacy 
school, I state once again that our report 
did not recommend the addition of four 
faculty members to the pharmacy program. 




Editor’s note: As Preece pointed out in his 
Nov. 1 letter, the pharmacy task force did 
not recommend that four faculty positions 
be added to the pharmacy school. The 
committee proposed several options, in­
cluding:
• increasing the faculty size to meet 
accreditation requirements.
• combining medically-related programs 
on one campus in Montana, and if that 
campus were to be MSU, trading a high- 
enrollment program to UM in return.
• discontinuing pharmacy education in 
Montana.
None of those options was favored in the 
report. The error, repeated in Thursday’s 
Kaimin, is regretted.THE 5  6imSTo? B/WANAS
insist he explain himself, or withhold 
approval.
Or the committee could have waited 
for Henderson to make his selection, 
then interviewed the six nominees to 
determine if they are qualified. The 
committee could then have reported its 
findings to CB.
It is unfair for CB members to 
question Henderson’s decisions, 
unless they make some decisions of 
their own.
Until they do, we’ll all have to live 
with the doctrine of Prexy Knows Best.
Larry Elkin
Respectable System
Editor: I feel obligated to respond to Mike 
Cook's recent remarks which pooh-poohed 
ecologically-balanced environments and 
lauded “gadgetry and technological mo­
mentum.” Cook punctuated his statements 
with a call for understanding and respect 
between environmentalists and persons of 
his persuasion.
I wonder if Cook does, in fact, understand 
why environmentalists say no to Colstrip 
pollution and to strip-mining of valuable 
agricultural land. Furthermore, it seems a 
bit naive to me to think that life in an 
ecologically-balanced environment would 
be life without problems or excitement.
If man can continue to exist, I feel certain 
that he will not run short of intellectual 
challenge. Finally, while acknowledging 
Cook's viewpoint, I feel forced to ask which 
system is more worhty of my respect — 
another human's anthropocentric value 
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Nicholas Von Hoffman
H o w  g o o d  a r e  o u r  r a c e  r e l a t i o n s ?
WASHINGTON — The murder of 
Steve Biko by his captors in a South 
African prison on September 12 is the 
45th such murder since 1973 which we 
know about. The killing of this man, who 
was trying to lead the black people of his 
country to political power through non­
violent means, is especially devastating 
in a situation in which so many have 
already died and so many more will die 
by violence.
To that extent the unusual attention 
paid Biko's death by the American mass 
media is understandable. Nevertheless, 
this sudden interest is almost as though 
someone had turned a spigot on. When 
the school children were gunned down 
in Soweto, a worse atrocity, the fact was 
reported, but scarcely dwelled on.
The determination to soliloquize the 
murders of courageous Africans is, alas, 
less out of admiration for their heroism 
than as a consequence of the Washing­
ton foreign policy decision to make a 
thing out of South Africa. Henceforth 
and until the wind swishes from another 
direction, the inhumanities practiced 
against black South Africans, which had 
gone unremarked upon in the United 
States, will get the full treatment.
This is not to say that all the lovers of
llberty, who are stepping on each other's 
Guccis to elbow their way to the fore­
front of the fight for human rights, don't 
mean it. But, as they take up every 
passing fashion, in clothes and In 
politics, with the same sincere, vapid 
intensity, we have to ask ourselves why 
now and what next.
The background fact is that with the 
collapse of the Portugese African empire 
we had our horse shot out from under us. 
We had supposed that by providing the 
arms for Portugese colonialism we were 
fighting Russian penetration of that 
continent’s center. Then, with time 
running out on Rhodesia and South 
Africa, the only remaining white hegem­
onies, it was propitious to wed tactical 
advantage with principle and help de­
throne the last of the bwanas in Pretoria.
It is over now for the white occupants 
of Rhodesia/Zimbabwe unless the South 
Africans decide the country has some 
value as a buffer. Assuming that is not 
the case, we could close out the white 
man's account in Salisbury next week to 
a simple buy-out. If, to avoid the killing 
that's to come, we offered every white 
Rhodesian family that wants to leave a 
half-way plausible lump sum payment.
they would exit as fast as they could line 
up for airplane tickets. However, since 
that could be regarded as rewarding 
racism and colonialism, it's hard to 
imagine a Congress agreeing to spend 
the money.
In South Africa there will be no buy­
out, no compromise, no agreement, no 
gradual movement toward one-man, 
one-vote or any other formula for a 
significant sharing of power with the 
black majority. Some of us in the United 
States, frustrated at not being able to 
liberate the slaves in the Gulag Archipe­
lago or just frustrated at our inability to 
make any sizeable portion of the world 
resemble the United States, may not 
appreciate white South Africa’s determi­
nation and think that this one, at long 
last, will be a cheap win for Lady Liberty.
Forget it. The South Africans have 
already shown they can kill and do it as 
often as they think they need to. When 
you murder 45 people in your prisons in 
four years, that's not a temporary 
aberration: that’s policy.
Lest we forget, there are 4.5 million 
whites in that country. They have no 
place else in the world to go and will not 
leave their homeland except feet first.
Somebody is going to have to kill them. 
Embargoes or sanctions will have less 
effect, if that's possible, than they've had 
on Cuba. Somebody is going to have to 
kill those white people and somebody is 
going to have to supply the arms to do it, 
lots of arms and for a very, very long 
time. Are we up to that?
Racism is the worst and the most 
powerful idea in the world. Racism is 
more powerful than ideology: if you can 
believe it, racism is even more powerful 
than the itchy palm. Maybe the people 
of the various races living in South Africa 
will work out a policy acceptable to all of 
them, but the odds are the present form 
of race exploitation will go on or there 
will be a race war, and if all wars are bad, 
race wars are the worst.
The president and his top foreign 
policy people are repeatedly saying 
things that blacks in South Africa must 
interpret as a promise of American 
support in that war. Whatever the claims 
of justice, we had best ask ourselves if 
our own race relations are in such good 
shape that we dare take part, even 
indirectly, in the sanguinary disaster 
preparing itself in that land of diamonds, 
gold and slavery.
J
School presents special challenge to blind students
By SALLY TH A N E  C H R ISTEN SEN
Montana Kalinin Raportar
For any student, the hassles of 
academia sometimes seem insur­
mountable. But for a blind student, 
the ordinary hassles are com­
pounded, and every problem pres­
ents a special challenge. Three 
University of Montana students 
who are either blind or severely 
visually impaired recently talked 
about the special problems they 
encounter as students.
John McCulloch, a 19-year-old 
freshman majoring in English, has 
been blind since infancy because 
of hydrocephalus, a condition in 
which fluid builds up in the brain. 
In John's case, the fluid accumu­
lated on the optic nerve, leaving 
him with only "travel vision,” 
which, he said, enables him to see 
shapes and shades at close dis­
tance. He uses a white cane when 
he travels from his room in Kno­
wles Hall to classes.
Braille Textbooks
Since John is unable to read 
conventional ink print, he uses 
Braille and recorded textbooks. 
However, Braille texts are a prob­
lem because several volumes of 
Braille equal one ink print book. 
For instance, John's French book, 
the only Braille text he uses, is 21 
volumes long. And the Braille 
dictionary he used in high school 
fills 72 volumes. If all John's texts 
were Braille, they would easily fill 
his tiny dorm room.
Therefore, John relies on re­
corded materials for most of his 
studies. His recorded texts are 
obtained from Recordings for the 
Blind, a national library service 
that is free for those who cannot 
read ink print. Since it takes six 
weeks to receive texts ordered, 
John must know well in advance 
what he plans to take each quarter.
Taking notes is an involved 
process for John. He said he tapes 
important lectures with a small 
cassette tape recorder. To study.
Changes seen 
in families
WASHINGTON (AP) — Mar­
riage and child bearing are here to 
stay, but the new American style of 
living together is giving families a 
different look, says a new govern­
ment report.
Dr. Paul C. Glick and Arthur J. 
Norton, who specialize in marriage 
and family statistics at the U.S. 
Census Bureau, said in a report 
released recently that new living 
patterns reflect significant 
changes in basic American atti­
tudes about conforming with tradi­
tional behavior.
They said both marriage and 
divorce rates are increasing and so 
is the number of unmarrieds who 
live together.
he replays the tape and makes 
Braille notes on a small, portable 
Brailler, a machine that looks' 
somewhat like a typewriter, but 
has only one horizontal row of 
keys.
Preparing papers is another 
involved process for John. First, he 
said, he Brailles the original draft 
of the paper. Then, he types the 
paper from the Braille version. 
John said that this takes a great 
deal of time, since he both reads 
and types with his fingers. He said 
he usually ends up typing a paper 
several times.
The “scariest" thing John en­
countered when he arrived at UM 
was the food service in the Lodge, 
he said. Laughing, he described 
his first morning in the food 
service, when he set his filled tray 
on what he thought was a bar. 
However, it wasn't a bar, and 
"breakfast went all over.”
Teachers Helpful
He said his teachers have been 
helpful, often making a "special 
effort” to adapt classes to meet his 
needs.
John said the only real problem 
he has encountered at UM is 
relating to other people. He said he 
would like to get to know people.
but that It's hard "when they don't 
know how to react to me."
"People wonder when they look 
at you and you don't look back," he 
said. “ It's hard when you can't 
respond with your eyes."
Another UM student expressed 
the same sentiment in a separate 
interview. Dale Kosier, a senior in 
elementary education, is not total­
ly blind, but has severely imparied 
vision caused by retinitis pigmen­
tosa, a progressive eye disease in 
which deposits of pigment in the 
retina obstruct vision. Dale also 
has a severe hearing loss caused 
by a high fever when he was three 
years old.
Most People Unaware
Since Dale does net use a white 
cane, most people are not aware 
that he has a vision problem. And 
because he lip reads and commun­
icates well, his hearing loss is also 
not apparent. But Dale said having 
“hidden disabilities" has caused 
problems in making friends.
He explained that new acquain­
tances sometimes think he is 
“stuck up" when he does not see or 
hear them greet him. Therefore, 
Dale said he constantly tries to 
watch for people he has met so he 
will not seem unfriendly.
TERRI JOACHIM does her homework using a state-owned Portareader 
that magnifies Ink print. (Staff photo by Mike Sanderson.)
The Good Food Store
has






Plain Whole W heat.............6 6 $  Per Pound
Whole Wheat and Soy Flour 77$ Per Pound 
Whole Wheat and
Brown Rice .................77$ Per Pound
Pick up a price list when 
you come visit
118 West Main 728-5823
Vacancies on Store Board
Three Student Positions Available
• Two 2-Year Terms
• One 1-Year Term
For Additional Information Contact:
Dan Doyle Joe Bowen Associated Students’
728-7408 549-3819 Store Management
Deadline Is November 23rd.
Although Dale does have 
enough vision to read ink print with 
magnification, he cannot see writ­
ing on blackboards or overhead 
projectors. He also has difficulty 
reading many dittoed handouts 
because of poor print quality.
Explains Problems
At the beginning of each quarter, 
Dale talks with each of his teachers 
and explains his disabilities. He 
asks the teachers to repeat orally 
whatever they write on the board in 
class so that he will not miss 
important points.
Dale said that most teachers are 
understanding when he talks to 
them, but some "think I'm trying to 
cop out."
One of Dale's major problems in 
school is taking notes, he said. He 
explained that because it is very 
difficult to lip read and take nptes 
at the same time, he often borrows 
notes from classmates, he said.
Dale complained about the lack 
of adequate lighting in the halls of 
older buildings on campus, espe­
cially Main Hall. He also said that 
hall and stairway lights in the LA 
Building are frequently left off, 
making It even more difficult for 
him to get to classes.
Dale said he views his handicaps 
as “a challenge to overcome," and 
not something to feel sorry about.
Self-pity Bad
"If you're just gonna sit back and 
feel sorry for yourself, then what 
life have you got,” he added.
Another visually impaired UM 
student, Terri Joachim, said she 
has no real problems at school, 
and that her teachers are very 
understanding of her disability. 
Terri, a 22-year-old music major, 
said that one music teacher 
even made special, extra-large 
sheet music for her to use. She also 
said that her piano teacher spends 
extra time with her.
Terri has a severe vision loss due 
to glaucoma. She is able to read 
ink print with the aid of an elec­
tronic visual aid, called a Porta­
reader. The Portareader looks like 
a small television set, but is 
equipped with a special, high- 
powered lense that projects and 
magnifies ink print on a 10-inch 
screen.
Uses White Cane
Terri uses a white cane when she 
is in an unfamiliar place and when 
she walks downtown. She said 
motorists respect a white cane, 
and will allow her to cross streets 
safely. She also said that people 
are “more apt to help" when they 
see the cane.
Terri, Dale and John all are 
allowed to register early each 
quarter to lessen registration has­
sles. Margaret McQuire, handi­
capped and foreign students ad­
viser, said that she helps 
handicapped students through 
registration. She said she also can 
provide sighted guides to help 
visually imparied students through 
registration.
Frozen Yogurt 
Cones — Sundaes 
Shortcake — Shakes 
Banana Splits
The Hellgate High School 
Band is on its way to the 
1978 R ose Bowl Parade. To 
help the band meet the ex­
penses of this trip the folks 
at YOGI’S are donating 
25C for each Yogi Burger, 
Double Burger or Large 
Pizza sold between now 
and Nov. 30. Get on the band 
wagon today with one of 
these mouth watering selec­
tions from Yogi’s complete 
menu.
We’re Close to You at 5th and Higgins
• • 6
\ / >  0
Rosters Due: i l o u  1 7 2pm.
Events will bei 810 relay - Frisbee throw - Volleyball - Obstacle course - 
Tug of War - 6 Pack Pitch In
Tears Consist of 3 Her. 4 3 Women ( 2 Hen Alternates - NECAA requirenent)
FIRST PLACE TEAM MILL GO OH TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT AND POSSIBLY TO NATIONALS.
PRIZES W ILL BE AWARDED. ■ .
C a n  C A i ' P u s  R C C  Z I P  a  f o a m  to tkt Nationals*tT A a r  y c u  { A s *  ttarflf
ation
campus recreation 'r,V
J J b p f to tvc  -  m - z v i :
Co-Sponsored by 
BEVERAGE. . EB u d w e i s e r
C o m in g  up Nov. 1 5 -2 1
Tuesday
• Campus Crusade meeting, 7 
a m., UC 114.
• USFS driver's training, 7:30 
a m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
• Soil Conservation service in­
terviews, 6:30 a.m., Lodge 148.
• New York Life Insurance inter­
views. 9 a.m., Lodge 148.
• Vocational Rehabilitation Ser­
vices interviews, 9a.m., UC Monta­
na Rooms 360.
• Program review appeals com­
mittee meeting, 3 p.m., Main Hall 
202.
• Rifle club practice, 4 p.m., 
back door of Men's Qym.
• Spurs meeting, 6 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 361.
•  CPR course, 7 p.m., UC Mon­
tana Rooms 360.
• Poetry reading, Michael Horo- 
vitz, 8 p.m., LA 103.
• Little symphony concert, 8 
p.m., Music Recital Hall.
• Lecture, Arthur Knight, “Sex in 
the Cinema," 8 p.m., UC Ballroom.
Wednesday
• USFS driver's training, 7:30 
a.m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
• Osco Drug interviews, 8:30 
a.m., Lodge 148.
• Soil Conservation Service in­
terviews, 8:30 a.m., Lodge 148.
Who is
N o  o n e  r e a l l y  k n e w .
N o  o n e  u n t i l  n o w .  
N o  o n e  u n t i l  h e r .
WORLD
w  ™ THEATRE




• Broeker, Hendrickson and Co. 
interviews, 9 a.m., Lodge 148.
• Law school luncheon, noon, 
UC Montana Rooms 361.
• Browrv bag series. “Sexual 
Harassment in the Work Place; 
Hire me a Cup Cake,” noon, UC 
Montana Rooms 360.
• Forestry brown bag series, 
graduation forms, noon, Forestry 
305.
• Forum, “Fast for a World 
Harvest," noon, UC Mall.
•  Program review appeals com­
mittee meeting, 3 p.m., Main Hall 
202.
•  UTU collective bargaining 
campaign kickoff, 4 p.m., LA 102.
•  ASPA meeting, “The Em­
ployee Selection Process: Indica­
tors of Job Success," 5 p.m., 
Business Administration 112.
• Contemporary worship, 5 
p.m., the Ark, 538 University.
• CPR course, 7 p.m., UC Mon­
tana Rooms 360.
•  Trap and Skeet shooting or­
ganizational meeting, 7 p.m., Mis­
soula Trap and Skeet Range.
• Central Board meeting, 7 p.m., 
UC Montana Rooms 361.
• Phi Beta Lambda installation, 
7:30 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
• Recital, Florence Reynolds 
and Richard Hahn, 8 p.m., Music 
Recital Hall.
• Drama workshop productions, 
8 p.m., Venture Center basement.
•  English department colloqui­
um, 8 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 
360.
• Seminar, E. W. Pfeiffer, 8 p.m., 
UC Lounge.
• UM Advocate meeting, 8:30 
p.m., Alumni Center.
Thursday
• Osco Drug interviews, 8:30 
a.m., Lodge 148.
•  Management Information Sys­
tems meeting, 9 a.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360.
• Steve Martin ticket giveaway, 
noon, UC Mall.
• Program review appeals com­
mittee meeting, 1 p.m., Main Hall 
202.
• Building fees committee meet­
ing, 2 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 
361.
•  Thanksgiving buffet, 5 p.m., 
Gold Oak Room.
• Solar energy seminar, 7 p.m., 
UC Montana Rooms.
• Alpha Lambda Delta meeting,
7 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
•  Meditation club meeting, 7:30 
p.m., UC Montana Rooms 360.
• Missoula Hockey Club meet­
ing, 7:30 p.m., Stockman’s Bar.
•  TM lecture, 8 p.m., LA 207.
•  Great Books discussion, “The 
Red Badge of Courage,” 8 p.m., 
City-County Library conference 
room.
• Drama workshop productions,
8 p.m., Venture Center basement.
•  Film, “Suhset Boulevard,” 9 
p.m., UC Ballroom.
Friday
•  Law students breakfast, 7:15 
a.m., UC Montana Rooms 361.
•  Timberline Systems inter­
views, 8:30 a.m., Lodge 148.
• Business Advisory Council
HOOKER
November 29th, 8 p.m. in the UC Ballroom 
“One of the Greats When it Comes to Blues.” 
Tickets: UM Student (w/ID) $3 — General Public $4 




Anyone who wears either a ballon hat, arrow 
through the head, a glasses and a nose (or a 
combination of them) will, upon approaching 
the Steve Martin table in the U.C. Mall on the 17th 
get to own a FREE Steve Martin album or T-shirt.
Come in from noon to 3 p.m. on Nov. 17th, the 
first day of ticket sales, and win your FREE 
gimmick.
Sponsored by ASUM Programming.
meeting, 9 a.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360.
•  Fetal Monitoring course. 9 
a.m., UC Montana Rooms 361.
•  Program review appeals com­
mittee meeting,' 3 p.m., Main Hall 
202.
• International student associa­
tion potluck dinner, 6 p.m., 1010 
Arthur.
• International folk dancing, 7 
p.m., Men’s Gym.
• Gay women's rap, 7:30 p.m.. 
Women’s Resource Center.
• Coffeehouse, 8 p.m., UC 
Lounge.
• Drama workshop productions. 
8 p.m., Venture Center 107, 9:15 
p.m., WC gym.
Saturday
• ACT tests, 8 a.m., UC Bal­
lroom.
• Drama workshop productions, 
1 p.m. and 3 p.m., Venture Center 
107 and Women’s Center Gym.
• Film, “Philadelphia Story," 9 
p.m., Copper Commons.
•  Narnia coffeehouse, 9 p.m., 
the Ark, 538 University.
Sunday
•  Dinner and program, Wesley 
Foundation, 5:30 p.m., 1327 Ar­
thur.
•  Dinner and program, 5:30 
p.m., the Ark, 538 University.
Monday
• Slide show, Ian Hibell, 7:30 
p.m., WC 215.
Hearings set
The schedule of this week’s 
appeals hearings before the Aca­
demic Program Review and Plan­







. Home Economics 
. Mathematics 
. Anthropology
9-10 p.m.. . .  Sociology 
Wednesday
3- 4 p.m.. .. Philosophy
4- 5 p.m. .. . English
7- 8 p.m.. . .  Social Work
8- 9 p.m.. . .  Health and Physical 
Education
9- 10 p.m.. . .  Business Adminis­
tration
Thursday
1- 2 p.m. . . . History
2- 3 p.m. . . . Native American 
Studies
7- 8 p.m.. . .  Foreign Languages
8- 9 p.m. . . . Humanities
Friday
3- 4 p.m. . ,
4- 5 p.m. . ,
7- 8 p.m. . ,
8- 9 p.m. . ,
9- 10 p.m. .
. Education 
. Psychology 
. Religious Studies 
. Art 
. Music
p MARLENE DIETRICH |
i GARY COOPER IN 1
MOROCCO |
Made the same year as The 1Blue Angel (1930), Morocco is a
masterpiece of lighting, 
atmosphere, and design; and |
i was Dietrich's first film in English with director Josef von.
■
■
Sternberg. In it, she plays a 
woman of doubtful past who
1
1comes to Morocco as a cabaret
■ singer, and gets involved with a ■
young legionnaire, Gary
i Cooper. Also vying for her 
affections is a wealthy, older
■
suitor (Adolphe Menjou) who ■
hopes that the security he 
offers will be more attractive to
her than the legionnaire's 
animal magnetism. When
Cooper has to march out into 
the desert with his company.
she must choose between them. 
And, as they say. Gary Cooper
1 was never more beautiful, nor
Marlene more handsome! Plus,
Sally Cruikshank's Fun on
Mars!
i LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
i
515  S O U T H  H IG G IN S
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
—the arts--------------------------
Nikolais creates living sculpture
By EDITH ELLIOTT
Montana Kalmln Reviewer
Friday and Saturday evening in 
the University Theatre, the Alwin 
Nikolais Dance Theatre presented 
ten splendid bodies choreo­
graphed into living sculptures. Its 
concerts were held in conjunction 
with the Montana Dance Associa­
tion’s fall workshop.
The Nikolais performance was 
not limited by imagination or by a 
linear sense of time. His dances 
presented a changing panorama of 
visual manifestation which had no 
ordered sequence of beginning, 
middle or end. His dancers moved 
with discipline of freedom from a 
primal source.
Incredible Power
The power that Nikolais' dancers 
used to create indelible images in 
the viewer’s mind was incredible. It 
was no less real than the power 
that libs dormant in sculptures.
Some of their momentary dance 
images recalled sculptural arche­
types found in such works as 
Giacometti’s "Woman with Her 
Throat Cut,” and “City Squares,” 
Boccioni's "Unique Forms of Con­
tinuity in Space,” and Lipchitz’s 
“Figure.”
Henry Moore was brought to 
mind over and over again, particu­
larly in Nikolais' sitting and reclin­
ing figures, the bomb shelter 
sketches, the figures inside the 
helmets in “Sanctum,” and in the 
full company parts of “Styx.”
The dances in which all the
elements — movement, light and 
sound — were unified and bal­
anced were the most successful in 
eliciting a direct response. In 
"Temple” and “Totem" for in­
stance, the attempt at ineffable 
pure design was indelibly beauti­
ful.
Non-Reaction
I was probably in the minority in 
my non-reaction to the 1965 piece 
entitled "Tower," Friday night's 
finale. This dance may have been 
exciting in the '60s when “theatre 
of cruelty” was enjoying fascina­
tion.
But for me the magic of abstract 
expressionism was lost here. The 
token, tacky “attack" on the senses 
by flashlights shone on the au­
dience and the smoke bomb culmi­
nation left me cold.
It is interesting to note that the 
music was the last feature to be 
laid upon each dance. At times I 
felt the electronic soundtrack was 
indecisively chosen and poorly 
correlated with the text.
I was made even more aware of 
this weakness when, in some 
dances, the music was organically 
“ ingroaned" into the choreo­
graphy. One of these dances was 
the Gerald Otte and James Teeters 
section of “Styx.” Also, Jessica 
Sayre's memorable dance In 
"Styx” was supported by insane 
circus-like music.
Alwin Nikolais, as the dance 
theatre’s technical and artistic 
director, gives his dancers new
physical worlds to respond to and 
to balance.
Through improvisational re­
hearsals, the dancers are allowed 
to discover themselves from differ­
ent viewpoints. The human ele­
ment of each Individual can be 
viewed within a total perspective.
Direct Reaction
As the program notes stated, “ it 
may be that because He makes no 
demands literally, his creations 
invite direct rather than learned 
reaction.” My emotions ranged 
from revulsion to sadism, to com­
passion and to delight.
In the Nikolais dance style, the 
relegation of personality is neces­
sary to achieve emphasis on the 
sculptural aspect of the body, 
particularly in the design dances in 
which masks and other body 
extensions are used. However, at 
lighter moments the personality 
surfaces naturally and is a wel­
come part of the magic.
The dancers achieved this blend 
with varying degrees of success. 
Teeters was notably sensitive 
about knowing when to project the 
sculpture through his face. On the 
other hand, Lynn Levine upset the 
company's balance several times 
by upstaging her body.
However, their efforts made it 
possible for us to feel something of 
Nikolais’ energy. The audience 
appreciated that opportunity. In 
return for just seeing these 
dancers, a part of their unique 
dance vocabularly was communi­
cated to our newborn senses.
Drama student productions open
The University of Montana 
drama/dance department will be 
presenting its student-directed 
workshop productions Wednes­
day through Saturday.
On Nov. 16-17, two works, 
directed by drama seniors Michael 
Brodniak and Marne Lindhorst, 
will go on stage in the Venture 
Center basement, “Silverfish Al­
ley," at 8 p.m.
Brodniak's show, Molnar's Mar­
shal, concerns a love triangle set In 
Hungary in the 1930s. According 
to the director, the play "delves 
into what happens between two 
people who experience the pheno­
menon of love at first sight when 
one of them is married."
Lindhorst directs a play about a
man who seeks a simple job, one 
which requires no thinking or 
initiative. He wants to go through 
life in his basement boiler room 
growing hallucinogenic mush­
rooms. The conflict arises from 
people interfering with his desire.
On Friday evening and Saturday 
afternoon, two children's shows 
will be presented.
Drama senior Dona Ligett will 
produce her play in Venture Cen­
ter 107 Friday at 8 p.m. and 
Saturday at 1 and 3 p.m.
Jim Lortz, also a senior in drama, 
will present a collage of well- 
known children's tales in the 
Women's Center Gym Friday at 
9:15 p.m. and Saturday at 1 and 3 
p.m.
Admission to all the productions 
is free. On Wednesday and Thurs­
day, no one will be admitted into 
the "Silverfish Alley" after 8 p.m.
-------------------------------------------------------- --------- ----- -— ---------
Film critic Knight to lecture
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the University Center ballroom, writer and 
critic Arthur Knight will lecture and show film clips, exploring 
the topic of “Sex in the Cinema.”
Knight is currently a professor of cinema at the University of 
Southern California and film critic for Playgirl and Wesfways 
magazines.
His lecture relates the alternating periods of permissiveness 
and repression on the screen to their historical, sociological, 
and psychological roots.
Admission is free to students with valid ID and 50centsforthe 
general public.
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1 FREE DRINK 
Value to $1.25 
With This Coupon 
1 Per Customer Per Day
Good Any Days Other 
Than Fridays or Saturdays
(Offer Expires Nov. 30, 1977)
------------------------------- COUPON-
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725 W. Alder 
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Chuck’s upstairs Lounge
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Appeals committee. . .
The committee approved Mall's 
motion by a vote of 6-0 with one 
abstention.
Solberg, who was in the au­
dience, was uncertain what the 
committee's decision meant.
When Elison explained that the 
committee would act on Catalfo- 
mo's appeal but would not hear 
Metzgar's response, Solberg ex­
claimed "Incredible!"
Metzgar, who was sitting a few 
seats back, echoed Solberg's ex­
clamation.
He told the committee it was 
unfair not to allow him to present a 
response to Catalfomo's appeal.
At that point Catalfomo inter­
rupted Metzgar. He said allied 
health sciences was interested In 
Pfeiffer as a professor with exper­
tise essential to its curriculum.
Metzgar interjected that zool­
ogy, since it has an "environmental 
orientation" needs Pfeiffer's ex-
DOONESBURY
t*W|
pertise as an environmental physi­
ologist.
Pfeiffer, who had been listening 
to the discussion, then exclaimed, 
"That's not true, Mr. Chairman. I 
cannot sit here and tolerate that 
sort of mis-information."
"It's not fair,” he said. “It’s not in 
the true academic tradition that 
I've had nothing to say.”
At that point, UM President 
Richard Bowers, an ex-officio 
member of the appeals committee, 
said he would set up an independ­
ent committee “to study in depth” 
the conditional transfer and the 
review committee’s recommenda­
tion.
“ It will allow an opportunity for 
all parties to be heard, before I 
make a final decision,” he said.
The committee then approved a 
motion to dismiss Catalfomo’s 
appeal on the condition that Bow­
ers set up an independent commit­
tee to review the transfer.
Charles Parker, - chairman of
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders (CSD), said the review 
committee had erred in saying the 
department had been previously 
accredited with one less faculty 
member and that some of the 
department's "poorly subscribed 
courses” were duplicated else­
where in the university.
CSD was accredited in 1974 with 
the same number of faculty it has 
now but one of them was on 
sabbatical during the accredita­
tion review, Parker said.
He said that no CSD courses are 
duplicated anywhere else on cam­
pus and that he couldn't under­
stand where the review committee 
had gotten the erroneous informa­
tion.
Parker said the department was 
one of the few in the country 
accredited both in the academic 
area and in clinical services. One 
of those areas would have to 
suffer, he said, if therecommenda-
by Garry Trudeau
tion of one faculty cut were imple­
mented.
Service to the community, in the 
area of treatment and diagnosis of 
speech and hearing disorders, 
would also be reduced under the 
recommended cut, he said.
Sherman Preece, chairman of 
botany, speculated that botany 
may have been singled out as the 
"token science” to receive a cut.
The review committee recom­
mended that botany faculty be 
reduced by one full-time equival­
ent faculty.
Preece used an overhead pro­
jector to show charts to the com­
mittee demonstrating that botany 
was similar to the other sciences in 
student-faculty ratio, credit hours 
taught, and in the percentage of its 
enrollment drop from fall 1976.
Every member of the department 
is a specialist in a specific area, he 
said, and added that a reduction of 
one faculty position would mean 
the loss of one of those specialties.
Eldon Baker, chairman of the 
Department of Interpersonal Com­
munications, asked the committee 
to recommend that INCO be 
increased by one faculty member. 
He said the position was needed to 
meet increased student demand 
for courses in the department.
Baker said INCO did not want to 
gain an additional faculty member 
by "taking it out of somebody 
else's hide.” But committee 
member Walter Hill, professor of 
chemistry, asked how such a 
position could be provided INCO, 
given the present crisis, without 
hurting another department.
Energy simulator shown
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The parent who could see his 
boy as he really is, would shake his 
head and say: "Willie is no good: I'll 
sell him.”
—Stephen Butler Leacock
A box bristling with lights and 
dials begins beeping obnoxiously. 
A dial is turned and the noise 
stops. But now a light flashes, 
demanding another adjustment 
that sets off the beeping again.
Another psychology department 
torture test?
No. The box is an Energy- 
Environment Simulator. Tom Pel­
letier, from the Montana Energy 
Research and Ma gne to ­
hydrodynamics Development In­
stitute (MERDI), brought the de­
vice to Missoula Wednesday to 
demonstrate the adjustments 
Americans must make to solve the 
energy problem.
The simulator program cali­
brates several supply, demand and 
environmental factors and 
matches them against each other.
When Pelletier set the dials at 
settings that approximated Ameri-
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Below LUKE'S
Open 4-12 Mon.-Sat.
ca’s present energy situation, a 
crisis developed before the end of 
the century.
Pelletier distributed five control 
units to members of an education 
class and asked them to make 
adjustments that would avert the 
crisis.
As the simulator ticked off the 
years, yellow and red lights 
blinked, the beeper sounded, and 
more shortages confronted the 
pseudo-energy czars.
The students finally re­
established the system's stability, 
but not without several years of oil, 
gas, and even food shortages.
Pelletier said he has taken the 
simulator to other Montana col­
leges and high schools. Groups of 
businessmen have been particu­
larly fascinated with the device, he 
said.
The simulator, actually an ana­
logue computer, was designed by 
Montana State University chemis­
try Professor John Amend. It was 
the first one made, Pelletier said.
Judge may. ..
• Con t. from p. 1
idea of overspending the UM 
budget.
Lewis said UM President Ri­
chard Bowers can overspend the 
UM budget if all the groups in­
volved in supervising the universi­
ty—the governor, Legislature, and 
regents — endorse his actions.
However, the 1979 Legislature 
would not be bound by such an 
agreement and could refuse to 
cover excessive expenditures, Le­
wis cautioned.
He said Bowers could be held 
legally responsible for any over­
spending.
Mike Dahlem, another Students 
for Justice member, said the 
legislative committee and Judge 
are reluctant to take the political 
responsibility for calling a special 
session. “They want someone else 


























Mon.-Fri. ’til 9 
Saturday ’til 6 
Sunday 12-5
EVERYTHING IN OUR DOWNTOWN STORE
Must Be Liquidated
OVER $250,000.00 IN INVENTORY
(9172 Pairs)
MUST BE SOLD
Sale To Be Held In Buttrey 
Suburban Building 
Across From Holiday Village
SALE IN PROGRESS
★  All Sales Cash, Check, or Bankcards
★  All Sales Final
★  Sorry, No Charges
OUR HOLIDAY VILLAGE STORE WILL REMAIN OPEN
classified ads
1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST REWARD for return o( 3 rings lost at Grizzly 
Pool. Sentimental value. Call 728-8994 No 
questions. 28-4
FOUND. GLASSES after concert Nov. 10 243-6486 
to identify. Main Hall 107. 28-4
FOUND LADIES necklace in Grizzly Pool locke- 
room. Red with “class of 77" on It. Can be 
identified by initials. 543-8902. 28-4
LOST: WIRE rim glasses in case. Wed . Nov. 9 near 
fieldhouse or ? REWARD. Call 542-0283. 28-4
FOUND: WATCH In fieldhouse Mon., Nov. 7. Call 
and identify — Steve. 543-3479. 28-4
GOLD BRACELET with engraving with charm. Lost 
between LA & SCI Complex. 243-4248. 28-4
FOUND: ORGANIC Chem. book by Morrison & 
Boyd, 3rd edition. Claim at Health Science. 41SA.
27- 4
LOST: 2 rings In or by Fieldhouse Annex. 728-3562
evenings.   27-4
FOUND: GOLD id bracelet LA11 Wed., Nov. 9. Claim 
at UCiInfo. desk._________  27-4
FOUND: MONEY on sidewalk outside of Law
building. Call & claim by amount & when lost. 243-
4684. Margo. __________  26-4
LOST: LONE Rangerette lost her whip Halloween 
night at 'THE PARK." It doesn’t belong to me, so If 
you’ve any conscience at all, please return. Leave
at UC Info, or call 728-6326.____________26-4
EXPENSIVE CASE-KNIFE found on trail to M. Call
to identify, 728-0048.________________ 26-4
LOST: NOV. 7. Pentel 3 mechanical pencil. Call
anytime. 543-8964.___________________ 26-4
LOST: ORANGE DOWN HOOD. Lost Thursday. 11- 
3 around 8:45 a.m. on Blaine or Daly Ave. Would 
really appreciate It If you could return It to the UC
Lounge desk.  25-4
LOST: WHITE spiral notebook. Has Grizzly Bear In 
front & Its colored red. Need It badly!. Call 721- 
1185._________________ 26-4
2. PERSONAL______________________________
FREE SKI MOVIE at the TRAIL HEAD Wed., Nov. 16.
"High Route Adventure." Show times: 12:00, 6 
p.m. 8 p.m. Free waxing clinics: 6:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
28-  2
TED HOFFMAN please call 728-2362.______ 28-2
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS. Call Marie 
Kuffel 728-3820, 728-3845, or 549-7221. 13-29
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely 
confidential listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu­
dent Health Service building. Southeast entrance. 
Days, 9-5. Evenings, 8-12 p.m. 6-36
4. HELP WANTED
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY for internship on Crow 
Reservation. Positions available for anthro, edu­
cation and social work majors. Call Tim Welsh, 
Continuing Ed. 243-2900. 28-2
STORE BOARD vacancies. Three student Store 
Board positions available now. Two 2-year terms 
and one 1-year term. Contact Dan Doyle, 402
Eddy. 728-7408, Joe Bowen. 541 Eddy, 549-3819. 
or Associated Students' Store Management 
Deadline is Nov. 23. 25-9
7. SERVICES
DANCE Elenita Brown — internationally trained 
BALLET — CHARACTER — MODERN — SPAN­
ISH — PRIMITIVE and JAZZ. Missoula; Monday & 
F rid a y . 728-1683. 28-14
AVON — “You never looked so good!!" For service 
call: Kate. 549-1548 (Knowles-Corbln); Terry, 
4128 or Mary Jo, 4139 (Aber); Mary. 2269 (Jesse); 
Camell. 4337 (Brantly); Susan. 543-5346 (Married 
Student Housing). 26-11
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH PAPERS. Thousands on 
file. All academic subjects. Send $1.00 for mail 
order catalog. Box 25918-Z, Los Angeles. Calif. 
90025. (213) 477-8474._______  1-30
WOMEN’S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun­
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D., 
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.- 
FrJ„ 2-8 p.m. 543-7608. 2-110
I.  TYPING
TYPING IBM executive, 549-8604. 27-11
TYPING. IBM EXECUTIVE. 549-8604. 22-7
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — electric, accurate. 
542-2435. ^  21-21
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers. Theses. 549-8664.
___________________ _________  19-23
IBM SELECTRIC -  Fast — 243-5533 or 549-3806.
13-30
EXPERT TYPING — Doctorates, Masters, MSS. 
Mary Wilson, 543-6515. 13-16
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 1-75
9. TRANSPORTATION
NEED RIDE to Boulder, Cold, evening of 16th or 
morning of 17th. Will share expenses, 543-8902, 
keep trying. 28-4
WOULD LIKE to exchange ride 5 times a week. 7.5 
miles 'out Mullan Road. Share driving and ex­
penses. 243-5143. 28-4
RIDE NEEDED to Shelby on Nov. 22 or 23. Contact 
Pete McDermott, 301 Vi Blaine Street after 5:00.
28-4
RIDE NEEDED late Wed. night or Thanksgiving 
morning to Great Falla. Contact Tom at 243-5254.
28-4
RIDE NEEDED to Minneapolis over Thanksgiving. 
Help with expenses. Call 243-5525. 28-4
RIDE OR RIDER needed to Bozeman this weekend. 
Leave message for Melanie at 549-1420 evenings. 
Share gas. 28-4
RIDE NEEDED to Glasgow. Leave Wed. or Thurs., 
Nov. 23 or 24. Both ways preferable. Will help with 
gas. 243-2250, Mick. 28-4
NEED RIDE for 1 to Denver Wed. or Thurs. of 
Thanksgiving vacation and back Sun. Will help 
with gas. Please call 549-3683 & ask for Jan. 28-4 
NEED RIDE for 2 to DENVER-BOULDER AREA. 
Leave Dec. 16 or 17. Will share everything. Call 
243-5166. 27-4
AAUP . . .
• Cont. from p. 1
Apparently, we have not benefited 
from that time."
Dayries said he thinks it unlikely 
that UM faculty will vote against 
collective bargaining this time.
A Choice
"That’s not a viable position on 
this campus at this time,” he said. 
"We see this election as a choice 
between the AAUP and the UTU."
Dayries said that, if faculty 
members' dismissal is "not in 
accord with AAUP principles,” the 
administration would be “black­
balled" in the national AAUP 
publication Academe. Me ex­
plained that, in such a case,, the 
magazine would recommend that 
professors do not take jobs with 
the university in question.
He said that before a university is 
blackballed, the AAUP holds hear­
ings to determine whether due 
process was followed in firing 
faculty. i
The AAUP will provide legal 
assistance for its members in
The Bell
Matt Finish 




p i p .  s h o p p e  
136 E. Bdwy. 
Masonic Temple Bldg
fighting the impending layoffs, he 
said.
The election will probably be 
held by Dec. 7, unless the compo­
sition of the bargaining unit is 
contested. The unit was defined in
Bowers says.,
•  Cont. from p. 1
spend the budget "without abso­
lute assurance that we will be 
bailed out.”
Bowers said he went to talk to 
committee members after Stu­
dents for Justice, a UM student 
group opposing the faculty cuts, 
asked the committee to publicly 
support UM's overspending its 
second-year appropriation.
Three Purposes
Bowers said he had three pur­
poses in talking to committee 
members: to find out what their 
positions were on the request, to 
make sure they knew the request 
was from students and not from 
the UM administration and to 
inform them about what UM has 
done so far in program review.
Looking Good? 









RIDE NEEDED to Billings for Thanksgiving. Tom. 
243-5120. 26-4
RIDE NEEDED to New York or anywhere on the way.
Leave anytime, 549-4553. 26-4
NEED RIDE to PORTLAND for Thanksgiving Break. 
Will share driving and expenses. Call 728-0061.
26-4
DRIVER NEEDED for VW from Sioux City. Iowa to 
Missoula, anytime. Will pay gas. Call Jackson 243- 
5432 days: 728-5246 evenings. 26-4
AM WILLING to buy your NYC Charier flight ticket 
NOW. Contact Bix — 549-0225. 26-4
NEED RIDE to Glendive for Thanksgiving. Can leave 
anytime Wednesday, Nov. 23. Will share ex­
penses. Call Jeanette, 243-5435 after 3:00. 25-4
WANTED DESPERATELY: charter ticket to Chicago 
(round trip) will negotiate price. 728-5636 after 
dinner. 25-4
NEED RIDE for 2 to Ellensburg, WA. for Thanksgiv­
ing break. Share gas & driving. 549-3157. 25-4




We have, student desks, bookcases, portable 
typewriters, paperback books, dressers, couches, 
overetuffed chairs, and beds. Plus all manner of 
gift items End antiques, all at the best prices In 
town at SECOND TIME AROUND Second Hand 
Store. Come down and see us, 1200 Kensington in 
the big blue building behind the new post office.
28-4
FIVE JBL D-130'8, $60 each. Acoustic 850 mixer.
Price Is Right. Call Mark, 543-6817. 28-8
HARMON KARDON Citation 16 stereo power amp 
with 150 watts per channel. Call Mark, 543-6617.
28-6
HOMEMADE Christmas gifts — Inexpensive. Great 
for family and friends. Dodle, 728-8605 after 2.
28-4
OLYMPUS OM-1, black body, two lenses, like new,
call Mark. 543-6817. 28-6
1/2 CHARTER ticket to Chicago — You go and I 
return, $84.50. 728-9116. 28-2
DOWN COAT Hooded (raspberry colored) $30. 
Excellent condition. Will bring to Msla. to show. 
777-3552. 26-4
PANASONIC 8-track receiver. Good condition, $70. 
Tom, 543-3692. 24-3
ACOUSTIC 8 channel mixer board amp., works 
perfect; five 15-inch JBL D 130’s — like new, and 
two 12-inch Sunn monitor boxes — Call Mark at 
543-6817,1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays only. Will 
sell cheap! 22-8
BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes. 
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or 
your money promptly refunded. The Memory 
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown. 22J20
12. AUTOMOTIVE
FOR SALE: four 16.5” x 12” rims w, snowtires, will fit 
jeep, Bronco, % ton Ford. $125 firm. 258-6030.
28-4
hearings two years ago, and in­
cludes department chairmen and 
all faculty employed at least half 
time. The unit excludes deans, 
teaching assistants, administra­
tors and law school faculty.
He also gave copies of the 
program review committee report 
to the legislators he talked with. “ I 
think they are gratified with stu­
dent concern for quality educa­
tion,” he said.
"If we carry out what we’re doing 
now” in the program review pro­
cess, Bowers said, “the Legislature 
will support us in the future.”
The only way the UM budget 
could be changed, he said, would 
be for a special session of the 
Legislature to convene “on the 
basis that we should have a differ­
ent student/faculty ratio" than the 
19:1 ratio used by the appropria­
tions committee. Bowers did not 
say whether he would seek a 
special session.
t  NOW OPEN H
T H E  F I N E  
P R I N T
•  a  " b o o k s t o r e  •
FOR SALE 1970 Checker Marathon sta-wgn.. ps. 
pb . 350 Chev. V-8 auto, air-cond. 2 heaters, ideal 
ski car. $675.00. 542-2416. 28-3
1966 BUICK La Sabre V-8 auto. Good condition. 
Runs well. $350? 728-2033. 28-2
77 AUDI FOX still under warranty, sunroof, 4 speed. 
30 mpg*. 15,000 miles, perfect condition. $5,600. 
542-2038 evenings. 27-2
"66" CHEVY VAN. Condition good Asking $750. 
Open to bargain. Call 243-2789 Basil. ___ 27-5
74 MG8 (721-2156 after 5 p.m. or weekends). 26-4
1975 2-door Toyota Corolla Deluxe. AM-FM stereo, 
factory installed cassette deck, Michelln tires. 
Excellent condition. $2888. 542-0231 after 5 p.m. 
or see weekends. 25-7
13. BICYCLES
23%’’ SOVEREIGN REYNOLDS 531 frameset. 728- 
2080. See at CUSTOM CYCLE. 28-2
59 cm. ALAN ALUMINUM Olympic record. 728- 
2080. See at CUSTOM CYCLE. 28-2
14. MOTORCYLCES
BUY NOW & SAVE. 1973 Honda CB500, excellent 
condition. Call 728-9807 — David. Keep trying.
25-3
19. ROOMMATES NEEDED























Noon, Wed., Nov. 16.
t  IM PO?T* UT* *  •
•  PARTS, Inc. •
q  1814 North Ave. West f
®  For Your Foreign Car •
•  PARTS NEEDS •
•  S*. 542-0303 •
We're O pen to Serve You 
8--B Weekdays! 9*5 Saturdays! 




D ay Service 
Work Guaranteed
W atchea, Jewelry, 
D iam onds, G lfta 
10% Discount 
on all Merchandise In Stock 




All You Can Eat $1.50
Garlic Toast & Salad
Meatballs & Mushrooms 
Available Also.
223 W. Front 549-9903
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY &






for sale . . . 
the deal includes 
equipment and 
building lease. It might 
be just the enterprise for some university people with 
capital who wish to get into business in Missoula. ’
Call Tony Veazey at Lambros Realty.
h LAMBROS REALTY1001 SOUTH HIGGINS MISSOULA, MONTANA 543-6663
W f e p a y  
a s  y o u  g r o w .
Many New England Life campus representatives find themselves earning 
respectable incomes while still in college.
But what’s more important than extra money is the chance to get a running 
start on your post graduate career. Our internship program involves only a limited 
amount of your time.
Yet, when college is over, you'll be fully prepared for a full time career. In fact, 
you may have up to a year’s experience. And how many careers can offer you that?
Call us today. We ll find out right away if you qualify.
And if you do. when you're ready for the business world, you'll already be 
in business..
Peter Nauditt, Supervisor 
Donald E. Ford Agency
219 E. Main Street j
Missoula, Montana E n 6 fW U  
Phone: 728-8610 LlIC
N*w England Mutual Life Inauwce Company. Boston 
Subsidiary NEL Equity Servcm Corporation, mutual fundi 
Affiliate Loom is. So *s ft Company. Inc. investment counselors
